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What is mGovernance?
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• mGovernance is using of mobile or wireless to improve 
Governance service and information "anytime, anywhere".

• mGovernance takes electronic services and makes them 
available via technologies using mobile phones. These 
services bypass the need for traditional physical networks 
for communications and collaboration.

• Increasing the mobile phone accessibility, adaptability and 
with the millions of subscription base, governments are 
promoting and using the mobile phone in delivery the e-
Governance services.

• In the last few years, governments have seen mobile 
phones can empower citizens and affect the way citizens 
interact with each other and better citizen-government 
interaction



Transforming from e-Gov to m-Gov

 Government-to-Citizens (G2C) To MGovernment-to-Citizens (MG2C)

 Government-to-Government (G2G) To MGovernment-to-Government (MG2G)

 Government-to-Business (G2B) To MGovernment-to-Business (MG2B)

 Government-to-employees (G2E) To MGovernment-to-employees (MG2E)

mGAD (MG2G) ICAD Works (MG2B) Virtuo (MG2E)myGHMC (MG2C)

Best examples
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Increase of Smartphone use around the world as well in India to increase of m-Gov
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Technologies in Mobile Development

Cross-Platform ApplicationNative App development Progressive web Application

Cross-Platform apps tend to be compatible across
multiple platforms like iOS, Android and
Windows. Languages like Flutter, Xamarin, React Native,
Ionic and PhoneGap etc.

Code reusability
Cost reduction
Faster application development and time-to-market

Native apps are built specifically for a
particular operating system leveraging
platform-specific programming languages
like Android(Java & Kotlin), iOS(Object C &
Swift) and Windows(.Net).

More Secure
More Interactive And Intuitive
Best Performance
Ultimate User Experience

PWAs are written to run on a web browser.
Developers use HTML, CSS, and JS to create a
PWA.

Modern
Responsive
Secure
Friendly UI/UX: that engaging the same 
interaction methodology as a native app has
Easy to install: can be shared via a simple 
link or URL
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Exclusive Features in Mobile App

Biometric and Iris scanners 
integrated for authentication.

Biometric & Iris Scanners

To capture the live photos using
Camera and from Gallery.

Camera for capturing photos

Can store the data and send the
notifications and Google Analytics.

Firebase

To store offline data and Syncing the
data to the server when internet is
available.

Offline database management

To capture users current location
using Google map services.

Capturing the current location
Enable to call/dial directly from
mobile app’s.

Calling Support

Mobile ecosystem

An explosive growth in Mobile Applications 
stores such as Apple store, Google Play store, 
Windows marketplace store was coupled with 
availability of games, utilities and other apps.

Geo fencing technology are set up to
monitor driving and walking activity
in secure locations.

Geo fencing
Live tracking are used to
automatically identify and track the
location.

Live tracking
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Benefits of m-Governance
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Benefits of the mobile platform

 India had 1.4 billion mobile subscribers in 2022, of which 800 million are smart phone users in
India; only 11% of households possess any type of computer

 Mobile phones are becoming more affordable and accessible across India, and they are a rapidly
expanding channel for delivering public services to citizens near their doorsteps rather than requiring
citizen to visit government offices or log on to the e-government portals to access these services.

 Convenience, availability, and an easy-to-use interface are key success factors for mobile governance.
Convenience means that a citizen can access all government services 24X7 without having to wait in line
in front of government offices.

 Citizens can use mobile phones to communicate directly with government officials and take benefits of
citizen services.

 Government departments can promote their services and reach out to a significant portion of the
population in an effective manner.

 A citizen can use mobile device to access all of the services provided by the government without having
to purchase any additional technologies or devices, and there is no need of any special skills or training
required.
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Some useful government apps
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Till date CGG has developed around 150+ mobile applications for its diverse User Departments

Mobile APPs by CGG
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Citizen Centric Apps Developed by CGG
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OPMS

Virtuo



MyGHMC Mobile App
myGHMC Mobile App provides various GHMC Services at comfort on citizens hand through an Mobile App for payment of Property Tax & Trade
License, download of Birth & Death Certificates, LRS Search, Mosquito borne deceases awareness questionnaire, to raise Grievances, view Where Am I
& Near Me details on Maps, get Weather Alerts, access Election services & to push Notifications

Citizens can search, save &
make Property Tax
Payments through available
Online Payment Gateways &
T-Wallet

1.  Property Tax Payment

Citizens can search, save & make

Trade License Payments through
available Online Payment
Gateways & T-Wallet

2.  Trade License Payment

Citizens can download Birth

& Death Certificates
through OTP Authentication

3.  Birth & Death Cert. 
Downloads

Citizens can register

Grievances, Check Status, post
feedback & reopen a closed
Grievance

5.  Grievances Redressal

Citizens can search for the

necessary Nearby locations
and Navigate

6.  Near Me
Integrated with NRSE to make

the Weather Alerts available
to the citizens through a single
platform

7.  Weather Alerts

Citizens can know circle, ward
& zone of their current or
other location & can share it

9.  Where Am I

The questionnaire consists of 16
awareness

10.  Mosquito 
Questionnaire Allows the citizens to upload

the photo of segregated wet
& dry waste

11.  Swachh Dhooth

Certificates, Receipts, PTIN,
TIN can be saved

13.  My Profile

Citizens can search for their
Layout Regularization Details,

amount to be paid & LRS
Status

4.  LRS

Citizens can search for existing
electors, Apply for Electoral

Card & Know Electoral card
status

8.  Elections

Citizens gets Notifications

regarding their tax dues,
Ongoing etc.

12.  Notifications & 
Alerts
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OPMS Mobile App 
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Telangana State Paddy Procurement System (TSPPS) is an online app for paddy procurement at Paddy 

Procurement Centers (PPC) across the state of Telangana.

Aadhaar based authenticating
to the farmer and generating
the token after uploading
proper documents.

1.  Registration

Checking the quality of paddy
with the fixed measurements
based on type of paddy.

2.  Quality check

Max quantity of gunny bags
can be issued to the farmer
based on the cultivated land.

3.  Issuing Gunny Bags

Enter the truck chit no and
vehicle details with the
quantity of paddy along with
photo need to send to server.

5.  Truck chit Confirmation

Reports can be provided to get
to know the procurement
status.

6.  Reports

Procurement can be taken and
return the gunny bags if any
unused by the farmer.

4.  Paddy Procurement

Status

Number of seasons: 14 (current season no 14 [Rabi-2022])

Number of PPCs: 6,099

Total Transactions in last season: 13,45,051 

Quantity of Paddy procured in last season: 7022260.92 metric tons 

Amount paid through farmers in last season: 13,740.48 crores



Virtuo Mobile App

One-Stop to Create, Communicate and Collaborate for office needs.

 Enabled role based services for the Employees.

 Attendance: Employee can mark their Attendance in a Office premises, If Employee is
not a Office premises it will prompt to submit Work location and Work Reason.

 Worklog: Employees can submit/log their tasks details.

 Reports: Employees can view Attendance report, Holiday and NSG Team Shift Details.

 Profile: Employees can view their Profile details.

 Contacts: Ease of contact the Employees(View/Call/SMS/WhatsApp).

 Scheduler: Employees can view events/meetings.

 Attendance Approval: Reporting Officer can Monitor/Approve their Team Attendance.

 Worklog Approval: Reporting Officer can Monitor/Approve/Reject their Team worklog
against the assigned tasks.

 Physical File Tracking: Employees Track Files, Acknowledge File and Reports.
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Thank You
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